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Who is SELSports?

SELSports is a division of Sel Environmental Ltd, a water management
company with over 20 years of experience in the industry. The SELSports
division has been specifically established to integrate cutting edge water
management systems within the highest quality sports facilities.



We combine our precision design and quality construction
experience to guide our projects from concept through to completion.
SELSports has built up an impressive portfolio of bespoke sports
projects, including rooftop sports pitch and rooftop running track projects.



What if you could build a sports facility on a roof?
With space at a premium in the urban environment, it is essential that
we utilise what little space is left. Rooftops are a large forgotten asset
with massive potential.

Our Vision



SELSports believe a sports facility can be the perfect use of a 
dormant piece of real estate. Whether it’s a recreation space
for an office block, an outdoor fitness zone for a hotel or a
play zone for some school sporting activities. 



What if you could use a sports pitch to improve surrounding drainage?
Or what if you could use a sports pitch to attenuate or harvest rainwater
for irrigation or to flush toilets? Typically sports facilities cover a large 
surface area, this can be utilised using our innovative sports pitch construction.



A sports facility is a large rainwater catchment area, which in most
cases can become problematic. However, SELSports can deliver
a sports pitch which can attenuate high volumes of rainwater
within a shallow lightweight pitch construction providing a valuable asset.



Our Service

SELSports specialise in the complete design, supply and installation of a
of ground level and rooftop sports facilities incorporating cutting edge
drainage systems. SELSports offer turnkey package solutions including
surfacing, drainage, fencing, lighting, netting and bespoke ancillary components.



SELSports are very experienced in the management of sports installations 
and can provide a valuable liaison between all parties in delivery of a 
rooftop sports facility. SEL can coordinate all aspects of an installation, 
ensuring designs are realised within budget.



SELSports undertake all installations with a commitment to best practice
and under a strict Quality Assurance protocol as part of our ISO9001 
accreditation. In support of all our sports proposals we can provide 
invaluable advice, technical specifications and Cad details. 



SELSports are currently taking sports facilities to a new level with our
rooftop sports facilities. We offer a lightweight solution for rooftops,
allowing us to design and construct rooftop sports pitches, rooftop running
tracks and rooftop amenity areas with proven results.
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